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Abstract: After nearly 15 years of economic transition, the Communist Party remains a very

important factor in Vietnamese society, and communist ideology is present throughout economic life

and organizational existence. For example, in each public company, there is a communist trade union

and a communist Party secretary. Highlighting this structural presence is not the whole story, because

the use of ideology is an everyday fact that affects the nature and process of management. In other

words, employees use or are confronted with communist ideology in the daily round of organizational

life. Un cadre conceptuel est développé au travers des travaux sur l’attribution de sens.

The purpose of this article is to show how ideology is used in organizations. Drawing on a particular

case study, the article demonstrates specifically the various ways in which Vietnamese partners in an

alliance with Western foreigners were able to use political ideology to exercise influence over the

alliance. The author develops a conceptual framework for examining ideology as a practical means of

controlling sense-making within the case organization, as a resource, that is, for  “sense-forcing”. The

article distinguishes two forms of sense-forcing, namely sense-giving and sense-manipulating, which

are demonstrated with evidence from the organization under study.

Titre de la communication

L’attribution de sens au travers de l’idéologie politique dans les alliances franco-vietnamienne: une

recherche action

Mots-clefs: Idéologie – Recherche Action – Attribution de sens – Vietnam
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Résumé : Après 15 ans de transition économique, le Parti Communiste reste une institution

importante de la société vietnamienne et l’idéologie communiste est présente à différents degrés de la

vie sociale et organisationnelle. Par exemple, les entreprises publiques ont toujours en leur sein un

représentant du Parti. La présence de l’institution communiste n’est qu’un élément de la nature et du

processus d’utilisation de l’idéologie dans les organisations vietnamiennes.

Le projet de la communication est de montrer comment l’idéologie politique est utilisée dans les

organisations. En particulier, l’article montre comment des partenaires vietnamiens d’une alliance

furent capables d’utiliser l’idéologie de manière à prendre un certain pouvoir dans une alliance avec

des étrangers.
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Bertrand VENARD

SENSE-FORCING THROUGH POLITICAL IDEOLOGY IN A FRANCO-VIETNAMESE ALLIANCE: FINDINGS

FROM AN ACTION RESEARCH PROJECT 1

Around one third of the world’s population has been affected in recent years by the transformation of

former planned economies, but the transition process has been neither easy nor similar for the various

countries involved. Even the term “transition” has been called into question for legitimizing the

underlying idea of an obligatory trajectory between two clearly defined points (Csaba, 1995).

Researchers have pointed to the important role played by various inertial factors that interrupt the

economic development of socialist countries (Nuti, 1996; Andreff, 1996). The heterogeneity of

emergent transition outcomes has its echoes in transition economic literature, with concepts of the

mutant economy (Hanson and Teagre, 1992), the mixed economy (Lavigne, 1995) or the dual

system (Kornaï, 1992).

Vietnam is typical of a dual economic system. At the same time as most communist countries were

collapsing in the late 1980s, Vietnam engaged itself in a new economic policy of Doi Moi or the

Open Door (see Vu Tran Anh, 1994; Venard, 1998). However, far from the changeover from a

planned economy to a market economy generating political change, the recent Vietnamese

Constitution actually reaffirmed the essential role of the Communist Party as “the vanguard of the

working class”. As Schultz (1994, p. 46) has pointed out, “many conservative Vietnamese condemn

the concept of free enterprise, the consumption-mentality and materialism that drives it…”.

Communism is still the cornerstone of the Vietnamese political and economic edifice (Lim and Guo,

1994; Herland, 1999), with the government and the bureaucracy both subordinate to the Party. The

political bureau (Politburo), composed of high-ranking communists elected by the Central Committee

of the Party, decide government policy. The Party Secretariat issues directives to Party members and

directs government policy and within the present government, the most important Ministries are in the

hands of members of the Party Central Bureau: the Prime Minister, the Minister for Foreign Affairs,
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the Minister of Defense and the interior Minister. In the same way, the National Assembly comprises

450 deputies, of whom more than 90 per cent are Party members, and one third of these are not

elected but “chosen” by the government (the last elections were organized in July 1997). On a

regional level, the Party either administers directly or has a very strong influence over the provinces,

towns, economic zones and local administration. Additionally, the Party has a very large say in the

granting of investment licenses and in judicial matters.

The Party communicates its ideology principally through its two million members. However, other

major disseminators are the State, through the education system, the Army, the Police, large

organizations, through a system of affiliation or direct control by the Party (e.g. the National Front)

and the Press, which is subject to censorship and a certain degree of journalistic self-control

(Herland, 1999).

After nearly 15 years of economic transition, therefore, the Communist Party remains a very

important factor in Vietnamese society, and communist ideology is present throughout economic life

and organizational existence. For example, in each public company, there is a communist trade union

and a communist Party secretary. Highlighting this structural presence is not the whole story, because

the use of ideology is an everyday fact that affects the nature and process of management. In other

words, employees use or are confronted with communist ideology in the daily round of organizational

life.

The purpose of this article is to show how ideology is used in organizations. Drawing on a particular

case study, the article demonstrates specifically the various ways in which Vietnamese partners in an

alliance with Western foreigners were able to use political ideology to exercise influence over the

alliance. The author develops a conceptual framework for examining ideology as a practical means of

controlling sense-making within the case organization, as a resource, that is, for  “sense-forcing”. The

article distinguishes two forms of sense-forcing, namely sense-giving and sense-manipulating, which

are demonstrated with evidence from the organization under study.

The arguments unfold in the following sequence. The first section examines the nature of ideology as

a system of ideas with a political purpose and proposes that the key issue of how ideology becomes
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enacted in everyday situations can be resolved by adapting concepts from the sense-making

perspective. The second section briefly addresses the location of the empirical research and

questions of methodology. The article then progresses to examination of the case study materials

within the adopted sense-forcing framework. This illustrates first how Vietnamese managers

communicate meanings for others in the alliance, and second the ways in which they shaped the

social conditions of the organization in order to predispose subordinates to certain ideological

understandings. These discussions lead to a conclusion.

Ideology, domination and sense-making

The concept of ideology has been central to academic work in two main fields of research: the social

psychology of beliefs and the sociology of knowledge. Rather than juxtaposing these fields (Weiss

and Miller, 1987), this article draws on both traditions. One major contribution to the social

psychology of beliefs has been to focus on the role of ideology in organizational culture (Pettigrew,

1973; Starbuck, 1982; Schein, 1997). In fact some researchers have described organizational

ideology as a rich, developed system which distinguishes an organization from all others (Mintzberg,

1989). This definition of organizational ideology is often similar to Schein’s conception of

organizational culture (1997), though using ideology as a synonym of culture has been criticized for

reducing any value that it may add to the study of beliefs (Weiss and Miller, 1987).

Some authors have defined the concept as a system of ideas. In fact, the term ‘ideology’ was initially

coined in 1796 by the Frenchman Destutt de Tracy to refer to the science of analyzing ideas (Destutt

de Tracy, 1798/1992). The need for a neologism came from the novelty of the project, the creation

of the science of ideas, which Foucault (1966, p.255) called the last of the classical philosophies.

The purpose was to construct a total theoretical system to determine, rationalize, and classify the

order of knowledge at a specific moment. It claimed to submit social groups to this order of

knowledge by using education as a means of spreading knowledge.

Compared to other systems of ideas such as scientific theory, ideology has the characteristics of a

closed system. Geertz (1964) distinguished between a nuanced scientific description and the

caricaturing talk of ideology. The genesis of the ideology, which can start from a scientific theory,
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should be distinguished from its result: a system of articulated ideas, which have been popularized

and degraded through doctrine (Morin, 1986). Morin (1986) stressed the closed nature of an

ideology, being invulnerable to everything which might contradict it and totally insensitive to

experience. While ideologies are often dogmatic, refuse all criticism, and practice anathema (Shils,

1968, p.66), it is more realistic to understand ideologies as being at least minimally adaptive to the

context in which they operate. In this article, therefore, ideology is defined as a relatively closed

system of ideas, beliefs and norms. In the same vein, some authors (e.g. Beyer, 1981; Carlisle and

Manning, 1994) have settled upon conceptualizing ideology as a coherent system of beliefs and

norms.

This definition leaves open questions about the purpose of using ideology in organizations or in

society. Since Bonaparte’s time (see Clauzade, 1998), ideology has been viewed as a system of

domination, a characteristic taken up by Marxist analysis (Mannheim, 1936/1956, p.66). Indeed, in

denouncing “bourgeois ideologists”, Marx and Engels (1932/1982) made the concept a fundamental

element in their future work and gave it an important role in setting up communist political and

economic systems (Quantin, 1987, p.7). Thus, Marx saw in Destutt de Tracy the prototype of the

ideologist: "A zealot of the bourgeois doctrine, the symbol of submission to power" who reflects the

fact that "the dominant ideas of a period are only the ideas of the dominant class" (Marx and Engels,

1932/1982, p.1080). At the same time, Marxism underlined the utilitarian side of ideology

(Althusser, 1965) - an ideology is not more or less true, but is more or less useful in the process of

domination (Hamilton and Biggart, 1998).

Having defined ideology as a relatively closed system of ideas carrying beliefs and norms used for

domination, the next crucial question is to understand how actors use ideology in realizing their

domination goals. Linking beliefs and action is critical to this concept of ideology as a system of

domination (Mannheim, 1936/1956; Geertz, 1964; Apter, 1964).  For Geertz (1964, p.57),

ideology is a system destined to produce a mobilization, while Simons and Ingram (1997, p.787)

remarked that “ideology creates a system of fundamental principles for organizing action”. Whereas

we can understand the sociological input (the system of ideas) and the sociological output (in terms

of behavior), the essential part, which is the central issue in this article, are the various mediating
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steps between the input and the output. How ideology is used to produce behavioral outcomes is

less well understood (see Vovelle, 1982, p.98).

The sense-making perspective offers one fruitful way of theorizing the link between ideology and

action. For some authors, sense-making is about placing stimuli into some kind of framework

(Starbuck and Milliken, 1988). In fact, sense-making is best described as a developing set of ideas

(authoring as well as reading the ideas) with explanatory possibilities  (Weick, 1995). Faced with

uncertainty and difficulties in interpreting reality, social agents act to “structure the unknown”

(Waterman, 1990, p.4), by attributing sense and meaning to their activities (see, for example, Gioia

and Chittipeddi, 1991, for an application to strategic change). Sense-making helps them not only to

decide a new course of action but also to justify, retrospectively, an action already taken (Chatman

et al., 1986), thereby enhancing continuity. By selecting beliefs that give sense to their actions, the

process of sense-making mediates between ideas and action. However, personal sense-making is

only aspect of social life. When one actor seeks to influence the sense-making and action of others

through a process of domination, we may usefully invoke the concept of ‘sense-forcing’.

Sense-forcing can be divided into two social processes, sense-giving and sense-manipulating. Sense-

giving is the communication of meaning given by one actor to the others, in our case, through

ideological concretizations (the concrete ways in which a person displays, expresses and

operationalizes an ideology in every day conduct). Sense-manipulating, on the other hand, is the

creation of specific conditions which are conducive to an actor adopting a specific sense of a

situation and to act according to this meaning. While the actor can adopt another meaning to the

situation, s/he knows the interpretation, which is dominant within a social group and the ‘correct’

action, which s/he is expected to take.

This article goes on to examine these two processes of communication and manipulation by

presenting materials from an in-depth case study situated in Vietnam. In doing so, it focuses on the

ways in which ideology is used to force the sense and behavior of actors.

Location and Methodology
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In the mid-1980s, the French ambassador to Vietnam proposed to his Vietnamese contacts the

establishment of an educational center to develop management training in the country. The respective

governments chose groups of people to realize this project. The ambassador thought of a public

organization that manages several prestigious business schools in France. The French Ministry of

Foreign Affairs and the Vietnamese Ministry for Education and Training were selected to direct the

project, which began in Hanoi in 1992 with a first intake of 27 students. A second identical center

was opened in Ho Chi Minh City in August 1993, where the author spent August 1993 to December

1994 as Director.

This project adopted the techniques of action research. The field research focused on the creation of

the business school through the main interactions between the French expatriates and the Vietnamese

staff. Initially without any form of graduate business school in Ho Chi Minh City, the objective was to

set up this new education center with the French organization providing technical assistance to the

Vietnamese Universities. The alliance was a technical success, attracting many applicants to the

business school, various job offers to the new graduates, and the building of a specific syllabus for

the Vietnamese context. The author was involved as Director of the Ho Chi Minh City center.

The quality of collected materials and the resulting analysis is the consequence of the complex and

multi-layered role of the action researcher. On the one hand, a position at the heart of the

organization offers the potential first to collect rich materials, and, second, become familiar with the

particular ideological context since “those who adhere to an ideology often are unaware of the

impact it has on what is seen and said and done” (Beyer et al., 1988, p.487). As ethnographer, there

was the opportunity of conducting hundreds of non-directive interviews (sometimes interviewing the

same person several times) with French and Vietnamese participants in the project. Every month, the

author met each of the eleven Vietnamese staff for non-directive interviews, with the help of an

interpreter for the non-French speakers. The objective of these interviews was to gather staff

impressions about the previous month’s performance.

On the other hand, this same process generates the potential for bias. The position of researcher

implies that greater sensitivity to some aspects of reality, while rejecting other aspects because of

personal feelings or social involvements. In fact, having chosen the methodological stance of social
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constructivism, it is critical to acknowledge the inevitability of some degree of researcher subjectivity

and influence in making sense of the situation. However, the author applied various principles

methodically to limit the intrusion of bias.

The first principle was to be conscious of personal feelings and to take exhaustive notes during all

work events, in face-to-face meetings, during telephone calls, and so on (Van Maanen, 1988). A

second principle was to compare constantly the sources of information, the category of person

questioned, and the type of information collected, a rigorous method that adopts well-accepted

recommendations for the conduct of case study research (Eisenhart, 1989; Berry, 1995). In order to

validate research results, it was felt that the most natural method was to underline the significant

points, above all in terms of the context (Dyer and Wilkins, 1991), while at the same time

summarizing the data (Van Maanen, 1988). A third principle, to maintain distance between the

object of study and the process of analysis, was achieved through two means: first, leaving time

between the collection of materials and their analysis and, second, presenting findings to, and

receiving critical feedback from, groups of colleagues uninvolved in the research field.

Sense-giving with ideological concretizations

Making sense of social situations and of possible courses of action is a universal process, but

individuals do not always require the doctrinal framework of an ideology to justify their behavior

and to influence the behavior of the others. An insignificant decision, as when the stakes are low,

does not require the use of the doctrinal framework. Moreover, even when there are profound

ideological differences between decision-makers, their interests may at times be sufficiently

convergent that a negotiated solution is acceptable to each party, independent of and without

referring to their personal ideologies. Despite formal agreement, each participant in such a case may

still make a very different interpretation of the situation.

However, where a doctrinal framework is referred to, a question that arises is how the people

involved demonstrate their position regarding the dominant ideology. In fact, there is a possible

spectrum of positions - allegiances or oppositions – that can be taken vis-à-vis an ideology, so that in

any situation, an actor has to project his/her position while trying to identify that of the person with

whom s/he is interacting. The Vietnamese case illustrates the existence of “ideological
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concretizations” by the people involved during the social interaction. There are at least four different,

yet interrelated processes of concretizations.

1 Spreading ideological knowledge

While ideologies are characterized by a high degree of explicitness of formulation (Shils, 1968), it is

evident that a given ideology may be more or  less clearly understood by concrete social actors. To

minimize ambiguity, the powerful social actors, such as organizational leaders, must communicate the

dominant ideology explicitly (Boudon, 1986). Joining the French-Vietnamese alliance with specific

ideological knowledge, the Vietnamese employees continued to receive information about communist

ideology. Vietnamese directors regularly met with employees, some of whom explained that, despite

their informality, these occasions were used to review work in progress and to remind them of some

basic elements of communist ideology. The directors more or less directly reinforced beliefs about

the superiority of the communist system over the capitalist system and about the highly collective

nature of human activity that demands surrendering self-interests for the collective good). They also

promulgated certain values, such as the need to watch what French expatriates were doing, the

cardinal importance of discipline, and the unacceptability of any manifestation of criticism against the

Communist system.

2 Creating ideological situations

Sense-giving was not always explicit. Various more tacit means could be employed to sustain the

dominance of the specific ideology within a social group. One possibility is for leaders to organize

situations with a strong ideological content – creating occasions for sense-making underscores its

social characteristics (Weick, 1995, pp.39 & 83). For example, a Vietnamese director made a

demand for public “self-criticism ”, the declared purpose of which was to have the perpetrator of

some error of duty make a public confession. Thus, one Vietnamese employee, who had refused to

hand over some documents written by French employees to the Vietnamese director, was required

to do public self-criticism. Another ideological situation was the public “election” of a student

representative, which was supervised and organized by the Vietnamese partners. Once the students

had arrived at the meeting, the Vietnamese director announced that it was time for them to elect their
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representative. Only one “orthodox” candidate was presented to them and, without discussion, they

were asked to vote with a show of hands.

In confirming to the participants what was “correct” behavior (Snyder, 1984), these ideological

situations bolstered their understanding of the dominant ideology, and reinforced their knowledge of

how to analyze and act in any given situation. Repetition of such ideological situations served to

improve the learning of the ideologically appropriate behavior.

3 Using ideological language expressions

On another level, the Vietnamese experience highlighted the use of verbal expressions, which carried

strong ideological connotations. The multiplicity of these terms in social interaction served to situate

the respective positions of the participants. Thus how people used ideologically loaded phrases like

“the Vietnamese People”, ”The Democratic Republic of Vietnam”, “The Popular Committee”, “The

Minister” “The Party” etc., allowed others to identify where they stood in relation to the dominant

ideology – a process of semantic fixing. However, different types of expression could be more or

less obvious to place.

In addition, certain types of body language conveyed a person’s ideological position. During a group

interview, participants were asked to explain some of the main principles behind human resource

management in their organizations. One of the participants jumped to his feet and, at the top of his

voice, declared: “Management is the Party and its representative in the company, it’s the

Party Secretary, it’s his job to manage the company in the interests of the Democratic

Republic of Vietnam”. The other participants bowed their heads in response to this authoritative

and definitive harangue and the interview had to be adjourned for a few minutes because the

exchanges become profoundly banal after this intervention.

4 Showing signs of ideological allegiance

Actors could also demonstrate their affiliation to communist institutions through signs that represented

their adherence to the dominant doctrine. The car registration plate, a military one, of the center’s
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Vietnamese director indicated the privileges to which his ideological position entitled him. Only

officially recognized or semi-official organizations have the right to use the round stamp with its

official red ink, a seal which demonstrates the adherence of its leaders to the Communist system. The

Party card is yet another example.

The function of such signs in ideological concretization is to communicate the presence of the

dominant ideology and to confirm the position of each individual with respect to it. The effect of this

communication is to enact a specific sensible environment, thereby stabilizing the dominant system of

ideas within the organization. As Weick (1977) has argued, in their sense-making activities, people in

organizational life enact an environment, which then confronts them as an ‘objective’ fact.

To influence others through ideology implies enacting the ideological environment through concrete

expressions in everyday situations. In using ideological concretizations, the Vietnamese confirm the

presence and relevance of communism in their local environment, the final aim being not only to make

sense for self and others, but to force sense on others. These concretizations could be divided into

various levels of artefacts (e.g. verbal manifestations, body language, signs of ideological allegiance),

values (i.e what is good conduct in a given situation) and beliefs (e.g. the superiority of the

Communism). The use of the artefacts implies the objectification of ideology, whereby elements of

the ideology are registered in reality, the impression of which then adds validity and strength to

ideology.

Sense-forcing induces individuals to adopt specific courses of action, despite the fact that they may

be more or less reluctant to conform. Sense-forcing does not imply that everyone makes similar

sense of a given situation, but rather that people attribute their own personal meaning, since actors

have a degree of latitude in choosing their conduct. Since the definition of ideology stresses both the

relative freedom of the dominated and the power purposes of the dominant, how does the

ideological system ensure that the behavior is ‘correct’?

Sense-manipulating
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The strategy of dominant actors in influencing the others depends on the manipulation of four fields:

the creation of an ideological cognitive filter, the structuring of the social group, the creation of

uncertain control situations, and institutional anchoring.

1 Creating an ideological cognitive filter

As argued above, ideology is a relatively closed system of ideas, with a tendency to refute external

contradictory information (Geertz, 1964). Relatively closure occurs because of a cognitive filter that

tends to accept consonant elements that confirm the ideology while rejecting contrary elements that

challenge its internal coherence as a system of ideas. In using the ideology, dominant actors create a

filter that selects elements which are linked together to make sense in the mind of other actors

(Starbuck and Milliken, 1988; Trice, Beyer, 1993). In the French-Vietnamese alliance, ideology

operated as a filter in three ways: to limit access to certain sources of information, to censor

information automatically, and to transform information.

Participants in the center did not have access to all the sources of information. Certain information

was simply not accessible to those people not recognized as communist. French personnel were

given little written information about the founding members of the alliance. There appears to have

been a conscious strategy of isolating French staff from the external environment. For example,

unwritten rules stipulated that only the Vietnamese staff could make contacts with Vietnamese people

outside the center, so the French were more or less dependent on their Vietnamese partners. The

center bought a satellite dish from the Vietnamese State in 1993 to get the news from international

TV channels, but was still waiting at the beginning of 2000 to have the right to install it.

In addition, certain specific information sources were not available at all. The penchant for secrecy in

communist regimes is well documented, but this is all the more the case in Vietnam, where economic

conditions have limited financial capacity and consequently the existence or the use of information

that is commonplace in industrialized countries. For example, computers were rarely used in

Vietnamese organizations in the mid-1990s, and only a minority of Vietnamese companies keep

financial records (MacKenzie, 1994).
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People within the center carried out automatic censoring of some information. For example, a Party

official in the alliance would not accept information concerning the dishonesty of his second-in-

command and refused for several weeks to sack him on the grounds that he was a worthy

communist. In the first phase, the communist hierarchy refused the information about dishonesty

because the person in question had proved himself to be loyal to the communist hierarchy. In the

second phase, the communist hierarchy declared that it was impossible to dismiss this employee,

citing reasons that varied from regulations, the need to maintain good relations between the French

and the Vietnamese, to the impossibility of recruiting “such a skilled employed” - he had a

Doctorate in Biology, not connected to his position. In a third step, when dishonesty became obvious

and undeniable (with evidence of corruption and physical threats to the employees), the second-in-

command was asked by his hierarchy to look for another job. The Vietnamese director now

commented that “...he is gone since he found an excellent career opportunity somewhere else.

Here [in the French-Vietnamese alliance], we don’t know how to keep the best people”.

During this sacking process, the Vietnamese executives made retrospective efforts to revise the

meaning of earlier decisions, evidence of another function of the ideological filter, the transformation

of information. Sometimes, information is systematically transformed, or modified, in order to sustain

the integrity and plausibility of the ideology. The only manner to accept the sacking and to keep the

integrity of the Communist ideology was to explain the sacking by the existence of an employment

opportunity for the second-in-command, and not by his dishonesty.

Transforming information allowed the Vietnamese to maintain control by destabilizing situations. For

example, during one negotiation in the alliance, it was possible to change deadlines or rules on

formalities. Faced with varied details about renting regulations, French expatriates needed several

months to obtain the necessary information to rent living accommodation. In one case, an expatriate

signed a rental contract with a private owner and invested a few thousand dollars in renovation only

to be evicted from his house by the police. Another example was the frequent changing of opinion. A

"yes, we can do it" could be followed a few days later by a "no, it's not possible".

2 The structuring of the social group
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Another field of sense manipulation is structuring of the relevant social group in order to select and

“educate” social actors, thereby controlling the social structure in which people make sense

(Perrow, 1986; DiMaggio and Powell, 1983). In the start-up phase of the project, for a time

Vietnamese management did not want French personnel to be involved in the selection of staff or

other aspects of Human Resource Management. They declared that it was not possible to advertise

job opportunities, and, therefore, the search for local expertise would have to be channeled through

the existing state-owned recruitment agencies. Each applicant for a job was required to provide an

official CV written by the Vietnamese police, a document which included information on the activities

of the applicant and his/her parents before the reunification of the country, and the granting (or not)

of distinctions conferred on "deserving" workers. The existence of an anti-revolutionary past, either

personally or in the family, meant rejection of the application. On three different occasions the French

tried to recruit ex-prisoners of the former Vietnamese political camps but, despite the quality of the

candidates, the Vietnamese Directors refused to recruit them on grounds of “security”. The system of

banishment was still being applied nearly 20 years after the end of the war, and ideological control

was clearly present.

Vietnamese managers paid particular attention to selection criteria. Although  the recruitment was

formally based on equality of access, in fact applicants were selected according to their ideological

position. Since respect of communism was being used as a filter for selection, new recruits were

expected to be very keen to accept the beliefs and norms associated with the dominant ideology. As

a survey by Appold and Kasarda (1996) has shown, the Party continues to be involved in

recruitment to Vietnamese companies. Once selected, new recruits to the alliance spent a lot of time

deciphering the norms and assumptions that were operating in the organization, but this process of

socialization took place in an ideological context, working in pairs under the supervision of a

Vietnamese communist.

3 The creation of uncertain control situations

Certain authors have argued that coercion is the fundamental reason for the persistence of ideology

(Shils, 1968), and members of the Vietnamese hierarchy often mentioned the possible use of

sanctions against people who failed to respect unwritten or quite ambiguous rules. At the same time,
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however, these threats were themselves often unclear or seemed to be issued from disembodied

authorities outside the training center. Given the uncertainties of the Vietnamese legal framework,

with laws being promulgated and then changed, the application of justice was based more on social

relationships that the issue itself (Fforde, 1993). Paradoxically, the creation or exploitation of

uncertainty in control situations seemed to enhance the mobilization of ideology within the alliance.

Threats also took on visible forms. The most extreme historical example of sanctions was in 1975

when up to 5 per cent of the population was sent to re-education camps. The last of these “re-

educated” people were not released until 1986 (Margolin, 1997, p.676). At the education center,

the Vietnamese police summoned one employee because she had refused to transmit to the

Vietnamese management copies of letters sent by French employees to their French institutions. She

came back crying and afterwards handed in her resignation. Similarly, one French expatriate

received a visit from six police officers at two o’clock in the morning for an identity control. In one

extreme case, a French expatriate was deported from Vietnam. No one quite knew where other

people stood in respect of communist ideology, so they all felt potentially under scrutiny (and

threatened) and behaved « correctly » as a result, in much the same way as Foucault’s Panopticon

served to increase the surveillance of prisoners (1975).

The system of control operating in the alliance was not transparent or explicitly defined. Indeed, the

communist credentials of the Vietnamese partners gave them the power and discretion to instill

uncertainty in control situations, which, because it permeated all aspects of private and professional

life, in turn posed real threats to the other social actors. On the other hand, the ideology provided a

way of responding to the potential threats created by uncertainty and lack of transparency. In these

circumstances, social actors could draw on their knowledge of the dominant ideology to offer an

interpretive framework and help them make sense of otherwise threatening control situations.

4 Institutional anchoring

Another possible means of explaining the mobilizing force of ideology lies in the institutionalist

literature (Weick, 1995, p.113), which finds its roots in both sociology and economics (Scott,

1995). According to North (1990), the institutional framework, comprising both formal and informal
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elements, place constraints on individual and organizational behavior. An organization’s performance

improves to the extent that it adapts its structures and systems to its institutional environment and is

embedded in the larger economic and political system (Selznick, 1957; DiMaggio and Powell, 1983;

Carroll et al., 1990). This approach highlights the role of ‘social legitimacy’ (DiMaggio and Powell,

1983).

Ideology is mobilized through its association with those socially legitimate institutions responsible for

reinforcing and realizing the beliefs in question (Shils, 1968, p.66). This process, known as

‘institutional anchoring’, allows the ideology to gain legitimacy, due to its connections with various

internal (e.g. the control system) and external institutions, which together strengthen the acceptance

of the ideology and its mobilization. Legitimacy is possible because institutional anchoring permits an

explanation of the contradiction or gap between fundamental ideologies and operative ideologies e.g.

between the honesty of communist working for the Vietnamese community and the reality of the

dishonest second-in-command manager. There seem to be two major reasons why the Vietnamese

accept this gap between ideology in principle and ideology in use.

First, institutional anchoring is important for the survival of the firm. Indeed, since Vietnam is a

shortage economy, the success of a Vietnamese firm depends critically on its participation in

institutionalized social networks to acquire desired resources (e.g. Peng and Heath, 1996). In

Vietnam, some key institutions like the Party, the Popular Committee, the Police and the Army are

responsible for granting various types of resources, such as information or rights to introduce new

rules. To obtain a decision favorable to one’s interests, it is necessary to have contacts with the key

decision-makers, the most prominent of whom are the adherents to the dominant ideology. In all

these everyday activities, it is important, even necessary, to demonstrate clearly one’s allegiance

(whether real or apparent), and social actors think and act in conformity with the ideological

framework in order, however expediently, to take advantage of the communist political and

economic networks.

Second, Vietnamese accept the gap between “ideal” ideology and operative ideology because of

cultural similarities. Wilkinson (1996, p.421) points out the necessity of taking culture into account

when conducting in-depth analysis of ideologies. The mobilization of ideology may be facilitated by
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certain similarities and continuities between the beliefs and norms of communism and those of

Vietnamese culture that lead to greater social acceptability of prescribed conduct. For example,

traditional respect for the family hierarchy in Vietnamese society finds some equivalence in the

communist respect of the hierarchy, with the manager/employee relationship copying aspects of the

paternal role. In a Vietnamese family, the father is a deferential figure whose authority is never

questioned, just like the ideological leader of a communist cell. It follows that Vietnamese employees

have a strong capacity to accept domination. According to a manager's assistant, the nicknames

given to the managers of the training center were ”father” or “big brother since they protect and

guide the others”.

Furthermore, it was almost a social obligation to respect Vietnamese managers because of their age,

"their gray hair", without considering their competence or skills. As a Confucian society, there is

strong cultural pressure to show general respect for rules, which again facilitates respect of

communist rules and procedures. Finally, the continuing social importance of the traditional rural

ways of Vietnamese communities provides a propitious cultural framework for the collectivist policies

and beliefs espoused by the communist leadership.

Being part of their daily experiences, these similarities may not be so evident for the social actors

themselves, thought they are tacitly communicated through communist and cultural myths, which

relate stories about past, present, or future events. There are a variety of myths that convey symbolic

messages about correct behaviour. There is the story of the three Trung sisters who fought against

the Chinese troops, or that of the “modest and honest life” of “Uncle” Ho Chi Minh who led the

liberation wars against the French and the U.S. troops. A former Vietnamese officer, who had

become an executive in the Education Ministry, spoke of the future victory of the “communist system

over the capitalist system”. This last myth is crucial since it helps people to resolve the paradox of

directing the economic transition using capitalist principles and the stagnation of the communist

system. A myth can give meaning, if not coherence, to the apparent lacunae within a collection of

ideas, events, or objects (Abravanel, 1983, p.287) such as the gap between Vietnamese economics

and politics.
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Conclusion

The specific case of the Franco-Vietnamese organizational alliance illustrates the possibility of facing

political stagnation despite economic transition. The article shows how ideology, a relatively closed

system of ideas carrying beliefs and norms and used for the purpose of domination, was

operationalized to sustain control over the direction and management of an education center in

Vietnam. The fact that ideology is diffused heterogeneously throughout Vietnamese society, with

differential degrees of acceptance and conformity, means that it is neither possible nor appropriate to

formulate a strongly predictive theory about the relationship between communist ideology and

organizational conduct. The link between the system of ideas and action has therefore been

established using a set of concepts to explore the process of sense-forcing. Ideology is mobilized

through sense-giving, based on the concrete expression of ideas in everyday organizational situations.

The effect of such communication is to enact an ideological environment, in which there is a local

stabilization around a dominant set of ideas and meanings. Given the latitude that each social actor

has in the organization, dominant leaders also have to engage in sense-manipulation in order to shape

the conduct of organizational members. The case study provided various examples of the ways in

which senior communist managers have attempted to exercise ideological control through cognitive

filtering, structuring the social group, creating uncertain control situations and institutional anchoring.

The latter tactic offered the possibility of mediating between fundamental and operative ideologies.

While this specific case reinforces the importance of sense-forcing through ideology, the study of

ideology is an important stept toward understanding various types of organizational dynamics for

example in other economic and political contexts.

On the one hand, the possibility to force sense in organization could explain the survival of

unprofitable organizations in Transition Economies. Despite ineffectiveness,  for example in terms of

internal costs, many organizations in Transition Economies are clearly well integrated in their own

economic and political system. Their integration in the political system due to the possibility to give

and manipulate sense, allow them to get various resources as participant of key social networks.

On the other hand in other economic and political contexts, many economies face strong privatization

process which could be disrupted by ideological conflicts between, for example ultra-liberalism
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ideology and public service ideology. Various difficulties could be explained by a past-dominant

ideology in conflict with the new one. The acceptation of a privatization process by employees is

linked to its social legitimacy. Therefore, we can seen strong ideological opposition between the

supporters of the economic change and the supporters of the status-quo. Using the case of sense-

forcing to induce privatization process highlights the fact that sense-forcing could be an explicit

strategy in Western Economies and not only in countries with authoritarian ideologies.

Finally, the ideological approach is interesting to understand the management of economic systems

with various beliefs and values. Our framework could be used in explaining various types of

opposition of beliefs within organizations. For example, the dynamics of power in  JVs could be

explained by both sense giving (the need for the JV’s managing direction to give sense to the JV ‘s

employees) and sense manipulating (using different elements to mobilize the actions according to the

interpretation of one dominant participant in the JV). In this perspective, it is necessary to handle

ideology concept as a system of ideas used for domination and not a synonemous of culture or

organizational culture. The relative high death rate of JVs could be explained by “inconciliable”

ideologies, in conflict for giving their own sense and one or the two being unable to manipulate the

sense to mobilize actors. Being unable to manipulate the sense, JV ‘s participants will therefore try to

engage in conflictual relations, ending with the possible death of the JV.

The relevance of the study of ideology implies to describe further research, necessary to enhance our

understanding of the role of ideologies in organizational praxis.

First, we need to address directly the question of the dynamics of ideology, examining, for example,

how an ideology becomes adapted to a new or emerging social context. Second, it would be

interesting to explore the issue of resistance to the dominant ideology, how actors develop various

strategies to avoid the controlling effect of the ideological system without becoming captives of it.

Following on, another fruitful line of inquiry might consider the existence and role of sub-ideologies or

local ideologies as reactions to the dominant political ideology. For example, various sub-ideologies

might arise, for example among younger generations, with the increased social differentiation

generated by transitional economic conditions. Third, since there is no limit to the variety of

ideologies in terms of their contents (Weick, 1995,  p.112), another issue to consider is the existence

of various ideologies in a given enterprise which could lead to ideological struggles for domination.
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This article has only scratched the surface of relationship between national culture and political

ideology in the process of organizational sense-making in a highly politicized environment such as

Vietnam. The mediating effect of myths suggests yet another topic for further study.
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